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News about Global Warming and Climate Change (5)
Climate Home
@ClimateHome
The go-to site for international climate change news. Follow our editors @climatemegan and
@KarlMathiesen
InsideClimateNews Verified account
@insideclimate
InsideClimate News is a Pulitzer-winning non-profit, non-partisan news organization that covers clean
energy, carbon energy, nuclear energy and…
COP22 Verified account
@COP22
United Nations Climate Change Conference, Marrakech 7- 18 November 2016. Official Account
Climate Central Verified account
@ClimateCentral
An independent, non-profit, non-advocacy research and journalism organization dedicated to helping
Americans understand how climate change connects to them.

Carbon Brief
@CarbonBrief
Website dedicated to analysis and fact-checking of energy policy and climate change science, with a
focus on the UK.

Hashtags--which focus on a variety of news, information, and solutions (22)
#2030agenda
#carbontax
#carbonpricing
#CDPsupplychain
#circulardesign
#circulareconomy
#cleanenergy
#climate
#climatechange
#climatefinance
#climatejobs
#COP23
#decarbonize
#divest
#GlobalCovenantofMayors
#greenbonds
#impinv
#IPCC
#renewableenergy
#sealevelrise
#solarpower
#windpower

Policy, Action Organizations, and Networks (18)
Compact of Mayors Verified account
@CompactofMayors
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Global coalition of mayors pledging to reduce local greenhouse gas emissions, enhance resilience to
climate change & report transparently.
CAN-International
@CANIntl
Network of over 1100 NGOs fighting climate change. Watch here for updates on UN climate talks, our
ECO newsletter, Fossil of the Day & other member…
USCAN Verified account
@uscan
U.S. Climate Action Network (USCAN) is the largest network of organizations focused on climate change
in the U.S.
TckTckTck
@tcktcktck
We are an alliance of more than 450 global nonprofit organisations working for a strong climate change
deal. Follow us for the latest on #climate & #cleanenergy
ICLEI
@ICLEI
We are the leading global network of more than 1,500 cities, towns and regions committed to building a
sustainable future. …
ICLEI USA
@ICLEI_USA
ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability, USA: a membership association of local governments
committed to climate, sustainability,…
Momentum for Change Verified account
@Momentum_UNFCCC
Momentum for Change is an initiative of the UN Climate Change secretariat (@UNFCCC). We raise
awareness about scalable action to address climate change.
Sustainable Cities
@sustaincities
Community of bloggers promoting civic sustainability, green building, and urban design, planning, and
environmentalism
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IPCC Verified account
@IPCC_CH
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the leading international body for the
assessment of climate change. RT ≠ endorsement
Concerned Scientists
@UCSUSA
The Union of Concerned Scientists puts rigorous, independent science to work to solve our planet's most
pressing problems. I'm Carmen — I handle…
WRI Climate
@WRIClimate
Updates from World Resources Institute's Climate Program
Climate Progress Verified account
@climateprogress
Providing the progressive perspective on climate science, climate solutions, and climate politics. Tweets
by @patrick_speaks.
SEI Climate
@SEIclimate
Stockholm Environment Institute climate & policy research team, working at 7 centres worldwide. We
post highlights of our work & interesting items we…
C2ES
@C2ES_org
The Center for Climate and Energy Solutions is an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit organization
working to forge practical solutions to climate change.
Ellen MacArthur Fdn.
@circulareconomy
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation works with business, govt. & academia to build a framework for a
#circulareconomy…
Circular Economy
@circecon
Improving understanding of closed loop thinking and the circular economy through education.
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MIT ClimateCoLab
@ClimateCoLab
Crowdsourcing solutions to climate change.
Zero Waste Scotland
@ZeroWasteScot
Zero Waste Scotland works with businesses, individuals, communities and local authorities to help them
reduce waste, recycle more and use resources sustainably.

Finance and Disclosure (9)
Climate Finance Lab
@climatefinlab
Develops and launches transformative climate finance instruments to drive billions into developing
countries. Led by @climatepolicy.
CDP Verified account
@CDP
We run the global environmental disclosure system for business & subnational governments. Voted #1
for climate research by investors.…
Ceres
@CeresNews
Mobilizing investor and business leadership for a sustainable world. Tweets are not endorsements.
[Ceres Investor Network on Climate Risk (a network of more than 120 institutional investors
representing more than $15 trillion in assets)]
IIGCC
@IIGCCnews
Collaborative forum on #climate solutions & #lowcarbon shift - represents 134 European institutional
#investors managing over €16Trn in assets.…
ClimateBonds
@ClimateBonds
The Climate Bonds Initiative is an investor-focused not-for-profit, promoting large-scale investment in
the low-carbon economy. Tweets by Andrew Whiley
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E3G
@e3g
Independent experts on climate diplomacy, energy & finance. We accelerate the transition to a lowcarbon economy.
The Carbon Trust Verified account
@thecarbontrust
Working with businesses, governments and the public sector to accelerate the move to a sustainable,
low carbon economy.
Divest Invest
@divestinvestorg
A dynamic movement of investors catalyzing finance and energy shifts. Let's #FuelChange—Pledge to
divest from fossil fuels and invest in clean and safe energy.
CPI
@climatepolicy
We work to improve the most important energy and land use policies around the world, with a
particular focus on finance.

Carbon Measurement and Carbon Cycle (3)
CO2 earth
@CO2_earth
The world's latest data for atmospheric CO2, practically in real time. #carbon #ghg #CO2 #unfccc #CSR
#energy #CSR #globalwarming #climate #science
GlobalCarbonProject
@gcarbonproject
Study of the human perturbation of the carbon cycle, integration of biophysical and human dimensions,
and pathways to climate stabilization. (Global Carbon Atlas is affiliated with the Global Carbon Project)
NASA Climate Verified account
@NASAClimate
Rocket science isn't enough; we're climate scientists, too. Find us at http://climate.nasa.gov . RTs, links
& follows are not endorsements.
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Individual Accounts (2)
FatihBirol Verified account
@IEABirol
Executive Director of @IEA, the global #energy authority. Big @Galatasaray fan.
Christiana Figueres Verified account
@CFigueres
Mission 2020. Bending the curve of global GHG emissions by 2020 is necessary and advisable. Now let's
achieve it. (UN Climate Chief from July, 2010 to July, 2016)
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